DVDFab 2017 Easter Deals – Save up to
30-percent on Cinavia and Other
Relevant Products
BEIJING, China, April 13, 2017 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — On April 13, Fengtao
Software, the industry leader in the field of DVD, Blu-ray and video backup
solutions, reveals its secret plan for the 2017 Easter Holiday Celebration to
the public, offering up to 30 percent discount on an array of selected
products. The promotion starts today, and runs through May 8, 2017. Read on
to dig more information.

25 percent Discount Offered on DVDFab All-In-One Lifetime Gift:
Time fleets fast! Before we even realize, it already takes us to the April,
and not so far ahead, we can almost hear the joyous footsteps of the Easter
Bunny coming around the corner. Happy Easter Day! In celebration of this holy
holiday, Fengtao Software has decided to offer 25 percent discount on its
DVDFab All-In-One Lifetime Gift, which is the best-seller of all time
covering its all-inclusive solutions to copying, burning, converting and
authoring DVDs & Blu-rays.
It helps with converting videos between major formats, and removing Cinavia
or other similar encryptions from “infected” multimedia contents. The special
offer also comes with a $20 Amazon Gift Card for free, with only one
condition, which is to make the deal done before May 9, 2017. Don’t be late

for that!
Save 30 percent to Remove Cinavia and Similar Encryptions:
In order to prevent movie disc owners from copying and ripping their
purchased properties, movie studios never stop trying. Cinavia is one of the
most successful efforts they come out with, which is an anti-copy technology
applied on DVD and Blu-ray movie discs, and the popular home DVD and Blu-ray
playback devices.
To achieve the goal of backup-resistant, Cinavia technology plants some kind
of watermarks into the audio tracks of the DVDs and Blu-rays, so that if
movie disc owners copy and burn the original discs to blank discs and then
try to play back the backups on Cinavia-equipped playback devices, the
playback will halt and audio mute when it reaches 20 minutes.
However, with the world’s first complete and permanent Cinavia removal
solution from Fengtao Software, they can now get completely rid of this kind
of watermark. The removal solution is implemented on the DVD Cinavia Removal
and Blu-ray Cinavia Removal, and the former is integrated in its DVD copy
software and the latter in the Blu-ray copy software, Blu-ray ripper software
and the Blu-ray to DVD converter software.
Similar to the Cinavia technology, there is also another anti-backup
technology which Fengtao Software also has a solution to, and in celebration
of this Easter Day, all these products are offered with 30 percent discount.
Remember the deadline is May 8, never miss.
For the detailed terms and conditions of DVDFab Easter Holiday Special Deals
2017, please refer to www.dvdfab.cn/promotion.htm
About Fengtao Software:
Fengtao Software Inc., a professional multimedia software provider, has been
dedicated to working on DVD cloner, DVD copy, Blu-ray copy, DVD ripper,
DVD/Blu-ray conversion, video converter, DVD creator, Blu-ray creator, Bluray media player, etc. for more than 11 years with its well-known DVDFab
software. It has more than 80 million global users. More information
at: http://www.dvdfab.cn.
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dvdfabsoftware
Video (YouTube): https://youtu.be/usNye6Eh4Ek
###
Editorial Disclaimer: while it is technically legal to make personal copies
of copyrighted materials for use by the original owner such as moving a DVD
file to a tablet for mobile viewing, software is not intended for mis-use in
copying for redistribution to others any content covered by U.S. and
international copyright laws.
###

